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Abstract
PricewaterhouseCoopers (2020) has reported the highest level of economic crime in their comprehensive annual
survey of the issue since it launched more than twenty years ago. Two thirds of respondents indicated that the
costs of fraud can reach up to a million dollars each, amounting to approximately ten percent of their annual
turnover. Inside perpetrators such as employees commit about 37 percent of these frauds. In this context, a
technique known as Benford’s Law can be cost-effectively applied to detect financial fraud which can be
invaluable to auditors and other financial professionals. Benford’s technique is founded on the mathematical
distribution of integers found in nature and has been shown to be particularly efficient and cost-effective in
financial fraud detection. The technique can swiftly flag suspicious transactions from lists of numbers that
comprise millions of records when employed as a computer assisted auditing procedure. Despite this, Benford’s
Law is not widely used in accounting and finance. One of the key reasons for its limited use is because fraud
investigators are often incognizant and unfamiliar with the method, and how it can be implemented in a fraud
detection workflow. This paper set forth a concise and organised approach for implementing Benford’s
technique as an analytical procedure through the well-known IDEA generalised audit software to flag suspicious
transactions, which can then be further investigated. Both the application of the method and its interpretation in
situations of both compliance and non-compliance is discussed. The methodology proposed in this paper can be
an indispensable aid for fraud investigators in view of the considerable costs associated with economic crime.
Keywords: economic crime, fraud detection, benford’s law, analytical procedure, forensic accounting, audit
software
1. Introduction
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) in their latest Global Economic Crime Survey 2020 reports that 51% of
identified frauds exceeded US$100,000, and the costs from fraud over the past 24 months exceeded US$42
billion (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2020). Crow Clark and Whitehall, an accountancy firm based in the UK also
reports the high cost of fraud, stating that about ten percent of corporate revenues are wiped out by economic
crime (Gee, 2018). In a similar vein, Lavion (2018) report a survey in the US where sixty four percent of
participants indicated that their most significant fraud incident could see damages in the vicinity of US$1
million.
The global impact of fraud is colossal. This is reported as being close to $3 trillion dollars (Sweet, 2018). In this
environment, a notable yet novel advancement is the identification of the usefulness of the Benford technique in
detecting fraud. Benford’s Law is established on the mathematically proven distribution of naturally existing
integers, such as those found in accounting and finance. Prior studies have acknowledged its usefulness as a
method that can assist investigators uncover fraud in accounting numbers (Kuruppu, 2019).
While most frauds (55%) are committed by external parties, a significant proportion (37%) are committed by
internal perpetrators (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2020). This represents a 5% year on year increase over PwC’s
earlier fraud survey. In this context, external auditors and other investigators can immensely benefit from
techniques that can assist in efficiently identifying situations where fraud may have occurred. Corporate
management and internal auditors will benefit by having an efficient technique that can quickly identify
potential internal occurrences of fraud, which can be the starting point for further detailed investigation
(Kuruppu, 2019).
A common method employed by accounting executives to misreport financial statements is by concocting bogus
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journal entries. For instance, this might be by creating and recording non-existent purchases of inventory.
Similarly, false expense claims may be used to hide the misappropriation of assets (Amouzegar & Moshirvaziri,
2018; Pomykacz et al., 2017). When fraudsters succeed in merging fabricated entries among real journal entries,
investigators face an uphill task (Nigrini, 2019; Simkin, 2010). This is a real issue for fraud investigators as the
fraudulent entries may be hidden amongst millions of legitimate transactions, which makes accounting frauds
very difficult to detect (Kuruppu, 2019; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2020).
What is promising in this context is the fact that Benford’s Law can “see through” these spurious accounting
entries with little effort from the fraud investigator. This enables suspicious entries to be quickly identified and
looked into more thoroughly (Collins, 2017; Singleton, 2011). Because the rates of naturally occurring integers
differ from unnaturally formulated distributions such as when accounts are manipulated to commit fraud, the
Benford technique can flag the latter as anomalies. For instance, an artificial distribution arises when a fraudster
attempts to understate a series of expenses so that they do not exceed a particular threshold value (Kuruppu,
2019; Nigrini, 2019). These types of artificial distributions are effortlessly identified by the Benford technique.
A multitude of number distributions in accounting and finance comply with Benford’s Law. Examples of these
are number distributions from sales transactions, depreciation expenses and accounts receivables data (Kuruppu,
2019). The latter examples can be considered to be naturally occurring as long as the numerals are not restricted
to particular values (Pomykacz et al., 2017). These types of number distributions are ideal candidates in fraud
detection using the Benford method (Kruger & Yadavalli, 2017; Kuruppu, 2019).
One of the main benefits of the Benford method is its efficacy and cost effectiveness. The method can be
effortlessly implemented by a fraud examiner through a spreadsheet program or through generalised audit
software (Kuruppu, 2019; Kyd, 2017; Pomykacz et al., 2017). This allows an investigator to determine if the
numbers under examination needs to be looked at more thoroughly (Nigrini, 2018). Courts of law have also
recognised Benford’s analysis as admissible evidence (Pomykacz et al., 2017; Nigrini, 2019).
Several studies have shown the effectiveness of Benford’s Law. For instance, both Collins (2017) and Kuruppu
(2019) demonstrate in detail how the technique can be applied through Microsoft Excel to carry out the requisite
analysis to detect suspicious transactions. Although the method can be implemented through a spreadsheet
program, it is tedious and more prone to error due the number of intermediate steps involved. Using a
spreadsheet for carrying out Benford’s analysis requires specialist skill, which to a great extent can be
eliminated by using one of the commonly available Generalised Audit Software.
Many audit software packages recognise the Benford method for uncovering accounting anomalies by
integrating modules into the software. Two of the popular audit software on the market is IDEA™ and ACL™.
Both these packages are able to report if transactions comply with Benford’s distribution and isolate any
anomalies for further investigation (Oregon Audit, 2016; Pomykacz et al., 2017). The main issue, however, is
that many accounting professionals are unaware of the Benford method. Many investigators who are acquainted
with the method lack a clear understanding of how to operationalize the technique to swiftly detect anomalies in
accounting numbers that can be a starting point for more thorough investigation (Kuruppu, 2019).
This paper introduces a succinct approach that will permit accounting professionals to implement Bedford’s
Law as a computer assisted auditing procedure to flag suspicious amounts. A cost effective and swift method
that can detect accounting anomalies can be of significant benefit to professional accountants, auditors and fraud
examiners.
The paper is structured in the following manner. The next section examines Benford’s Law, with a discussion on
its usefulness for uncovering fraud. The relevance of the method as a computer assisted audit technique is also
discussed. Section three presents a succinct approach for applying Benford’s technique using two real world
data sets. Both the compliance to Benford’s Law indicating no anomalies is examined with instances of noncompliance indicating the presence of suspect amounts that need further investigation. Section four concludes
the paper with implications for uncovering fraud and presents additional research opportunities.
2. Background to Benford’s Law
The origins of Benford’s Law date back to 1881, when Simon Newcomb, a Professor of Mathematics in the U.S.
Navy observed the first pages of logarithm books were far more worn than later pages (Bhattacharya et al.,
2011; Singleton, 2011). Lower level numbers occur in the first pages of logarithm books used at the time to aid
in computations. This led Newcomb to postulate that earlier integers were used more than later numerals in the
natural world, and he developed an ingenuous yet simple equation to summarise this fact. (Newcomb, 1881;
Nigrini, 2019). This equation was:
𝑃 𝐷 = 𝑑 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
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where d = natural integgers inclusive of 1 to 9, andd 𝐷 is the ratio
o of integers beginning
b
withh the number d.
This equation successffully summariised the occurrrence of natu
urally occurrin
ng integers beeginning with the digits
1 to 9. H
However, New
wcomb’s observations werre left largely
y neglected for
f a considerrable period. This was
because hhe did not havve a proper explanation for his observatio
ons, in spite off having disseeminated his findings
f
in
the Amerrican Journal of
o Mathematiccs (Hill, 1998 ; Moolman, 2017).
2
Newcom
mb’s observatioons were lateer rediscovereed by Frank Benford
B
in 1938, a physiciist in the Unitted States
(Singletoon, 2011). He noticed the saame phenomeena in logarith
hm books (Benford, 1938). Benford theo
orised that
earlier paages were more
m
worn beccause lower llevel numberss occurred in
n the world w
with greater frequency.
f
Thereforee, earlier pagees in logarithm
m books were looked up mo
ore (Benford, 1938; Nigrinii, 2019).
To test hhis theory, Benford examiined naturallyy occurring data
d
from maany different sources. Som
me 20,229
observatiions from geoographic, scien
ntific and dem
mographic sou
urces were examined (Benfford, 1938; Siilva et al.,
2017). B
Benford’s finddings were fasscinating, witth the key ob
bservation that the leading digit of the examined
numbers spread logariithmically and
d not arithmettically (Silva et al., 2017). The leading ddigit is the firrst digit in
each num
mber. For exaample, Austraalia has a poppulation of 25
5,236,900 milllion. Thereforre, the leadin
ng digit of
Australiaa’s population is 2. Accordiing to Benfordd, lower digits such as the number 1 apppear more freq
quently in
nature coompared to higher
h
digits such as the nnumber 9. Larger digits such
s
the num
mber 9 occur with less
frequencyy compared to
t earlier num
merals (Krugerr & Yadavallii, 2017). Benfford’s leadingg digit observations are
shown inn Figure 1. The
T earlier digits
d
such ass the number 1 and 2 occur 30.1% annd 17.6% off the time
respectivvely in naturallly occurring numbers. In contrast, num
mbers starting with the diggit 9 only occcurs about
4.6% of tthe time.

Figure 1. Occurrence of fiirst digits in naaturally occurrring numberss
me, its usefu
Despite tthe fact that Benford’s Laaw has been around for a considerablee period of tim
ulness and
possible applicability in accounting
g and financee was only reecognised mu
uch later. Boyyle (1994) sho
owed that
number llists subject too mathematicaal operators aalso obey the above describ
bed number prroportions. Accounting
A
numbers are frequentlyy subject to mathematical
m
ooperations. For instance, thee value of totaal purchases iss found by
taking thhe product of the unit cost and quantityy. A list of pu
urchase transactions will thherefore be ex
xpected to
abide by Benford’s disstribution (Boy
yle, 1994; Duurtschi et al., 2004).
2
Conversely, non-com
mpliance with Benford’s
distributiion is an indiccation that therre is a possibl e misstatemen
nt in the purch
hase transactioons (Kuruppu, 2019).
Hill (19995) establishedd that leading
g digits follow
wing Benford’s Law are peermutations off other distrib
butions. If
distributiions are picked at random, and
a then sampples are taken
n from these distributions, thhe first digit incidences
of the coollective sampples will abid
de by Benfordd’s expectation
n (Hill, 1998)). This is exppected even th
hough the
leading ddigits from inddividual samp
ples may not ccomply with Benford’s
B
disttribution (Durrtschi et al., 2004;
2
Hill,
1998). H
Hill (1995) offfered a theoretical foundatiion for Benforrd’s Law and presented itss validity on both
b
stock
market annd other accouunting numbeers.
Other stuudies have sppecifically sho
own the utilityy of Benford
d’s Law in acccounting. In N
New Zealand
d, Carslaw
(1988) shhowed that published
p
reveenue numberss of listed co
ompanies in New
N
Zealandd did not com
mply with
Benford’s Law, indiccating possiblle manipulatioon. Similar observations
o
were reportedd for U.S. companies
c
(Thomas, 1989).
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The potential of Benford’s Law in identifying tax fraud was examined by Cho & Gaines (2007), Watrin et al.,
(2008) and Nigrini (1999, 2019). The overarching conclusion from these studies was that Benford’s Law can be
used to identify number patterns indicative of manipulation in payable tax amounts. This can be the foundation
for more detailed examination.
From an auditing perspective, Nigrini and Mittermaier (1997) developed six numerical tests based on Benford’
Law that were subsequently used by Ernst & Young to discover irregularities in different audit areas (IDEA,
2018). This study was instrumental in applying Benford’s distribution in the form of a reasonableness check.
Later, Weinberg and Busta (1998) demonstrated the method’s efficacy as an audit tool. More recently, Carreira
& Silva (2016) demonstrated the real-world applicability of the method when used as part of a continuous audit
program.
While the potential usefulness of Benford’s Law to identify accounting anomalies has been recognised, it is only
lately that its applicability to fraud detection has been thoroughly considered (Wells, 2013; Moolman, 2017).
The assertion made by Chou (2018, p.2) that “Benford’s law is widely applicable but not widely known…” is an
apt depiction of the scope of its usage among accounting professionals. Nevertheless, it is promising that the
technique’s applicability is being increasingly recognised in accounting and finance (Kuruppu, 2019; Nigrini,
2019; Wells, 2013)
With the reported high levels of economic crime and fraud, a reliable and systematic implementation of
Benford’s technique has the potential to be immensely beneficial to accounting professionals such as auditors
and fraud examiners (IDEA, 2018; Kruger & Yadavalli, 2017; Kuruppu, 2019). ACL™ and IDEA®, which are
two of the noted generalised audit software on the market both implement Benford's Law. This can allow
auditors and fraud examiners to examine millions of number records almost instantaneously for non-conformity
with Benford's distribution indicating specific transactions that require more detailed examination.
With audit firms facing considerable pressure to reduce costs and increase efficiency, audit techniques based on
information technology can significantly expedite audit efforts. Despite the increasing interest in such
technologies, not many auditors are conversant with Benford’s Law in the form of a computer based analytical
procedure (Baker, 2009; IIARF, 2009; Kuruppu, 2019). Others recognise the usefulness of generalised audit
software, but perceive features such as Benford’s Law as difficult to use (Kim et al., 2009). The latter is a
misconception as the method can be deployed in minutes to flag questionable transactions. Auditors’
unfamiliarity with the technique means that they are not using an effective tool in the fraud fighting toolkit to its
full potential. The current Global Economic Crime and Fraud Survey refer to various fraud fighting technologies
as part of a rounded corporate anti-fraud programme (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2020).
The objective of this paper is to present a systematic methodology to allow for a more pervasive use of
Benford’s Law as a computer assisted analytical procedure through IDEA®. The methodology delineated here
can be swiftly implemented to identify accounting anomalies that may warrant more detailed examination to
eliminate the possibility of fraud. This can be invaluable to fraud investigators in light of the substantial increase
in economic crimes in recent times. The following section presents this methodology.
3. Applying Benford’s Law in IDEA®
Benford’s Law holds for numbers occurring naturally such as in corporate sales or accounts receivables, if the
amounts are not restricted by set boundaries. Amounts within a given number distribution that do not meet
Benford’s distribution such as when they are artificially created or manipulated will be flagged as anomalies. As
such, it is important to utilise real world data to examine the efficacy of Benford’s Law as an analytical
technique.
IBM Watson Analytics provides several real-world corporate datasets that are ideal for this purpose and are in
the public domain. Two of these datasets were utilised in this paper to show how Benford’s Law can be applied
through IDEA® to detect accounting anomalies. Moreover, the availability of the data on the IBM Watson
website is helpful for reproducing the presented methodology. For clarity and conciseness, the methodology is
summarised in three main steps as follows:
1.

Project creation

2.

Applying Benford’s Law

3.

Results interpretation

The methodology presented here will enable investigators to apply the Benford’s technique consistently and
with minimal steps to identify if the number distribution under examination contain anomalous amounts that
warrant more scrutiny. The methodology presented here is from the logical perspective of an accounting
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professioonal whose obj
bjective is to determine
d
if thhe reported rev
venues and receivable amouunts are legitiimate, and
not artificcially manipuulated to comm
mit fraud.
Both dattasets describeed above on revenues
r
and accounts recceivables weree in CSV form
mat, with thee first row
containinng the field naame headers. IDEA alwayss imports a co
opy of the oriiginal data int
nto the worksp
pace. This
ensures th
that the integriity of the orig
ginal data is m
maintained, as it cannot be subsequently cchanged or mo
odified by
IDEA. Benford's Law is administereed on the two datasets and interpreted
i
as follows.
Step 1: P
Project creatioon
The precuursor to perfoorming any analysis in IDEA
A is to importt the required data into the IIDEA worksp
pace in the
form of a Project. Oncce this is donee, the Benford ’s Law analyssis through ID
DEA is straighttforward. It iss therefore
imperativve that this first
f
step is correctly carri ed out since the subsequeent analysis ddepends on having
h
the
completee population of
o interest in IDEA.
I
A projeect can be vissualised as a virtual
v
folder,, where all thee required
data for tthe analysis is stored togeth
her with the reesults of the an
nalysis.
(a) To crreate the projeect, start by clicking on thee Create butto
on on the Hom
metab, as shoown below in Figure 2.
Then enter a suitable name
n
for the project
p
under P
Project name and
a click on OK.
O

Figure 2. C
Creating an ID
DEA project
y data for thee Benford Law
w analysis. Th
his entails
(b) The nnext step is too populate thee Project withh the necessary
importingg the IBM saales and accou
unts receivabbles data into the project. Click
C
on the D
Desktop butto
on on the
Hometabb, which will open
o
the Impo
ort Assistant tthat will guidee the user to import the reqquired files. Seeveral file
formats aare supported,, including sou
urce files in E
Excel, Access,, PDF and Tex
xt formats. Thhe CSV file ussed in this
paper is cclassified in IDEA
I
as a Tex
xt format. Up on selecting the
t correct forrmat, specify the source file location
to start thhe importationn process as shown
s
in Figuure 3 below. The
T Import Asssistant will ppresent a previiew of the
data to bee imported. Itt will also preselect the dataa type such ass Delimited orr Fixed lengthh. If the data type
t
is not
correct, it is necessary to correct thiss before clickiing on Next in
n the Import Assistant.
A

Figure 3. Specifyingg source data type
t
and data location
l
whether the data is correctlly organised bbefore it is co
opied into
(c) The nnext screen reequires the usser to check w
IDEA. Thhis is shown once
o
again in a preview screeen, with the field separators shown as C
Comma, Colon
n, Tab and
so on. ID
DEA is generallly able to iden
ntify the correect field separrators, and useer input is onlyy required if the default
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selectionn is not approppriate. If the data
d contain thhe field namess in the first ro
ow, the user m
must be carefu
ul to select
the checkkbox specifyinng this, as sho
own below in F
Figure 4.

Figure 4.
4 Specifying column separrators and field names
k the data
(d) Beforre IDEA finaally copies thee data, the peenultimate preeview screen requires the user to check
column tyypes. These innclude specify
ying data typees such as Chaaracter, Numeric and Date ffor each of thee columns
in the daatabase. It is important to specify the correct types as some columns, such aas those containing ID
numbers should not bee used in calcu
ulations by ID
DEA even thou
ugh they com
mprise of numbbers. Data columns that
are not rrequired for analysis
a
can be
b excluded ffrom importaation by check
king the "Do not import this
t
field"
checkboxx. This will minimise
m
errorrs in the analyysis by only accessing
a
the data needed. Clicking Nex
xt imports
the data iinto the createed project, and
d it will be dissplayed within
n IDEA as sho
own in Figure 5.

Figur
ure 5. Imported
d data
port the IBM accounts receeivables data and
a run the Beenford’s tests. The final
Identical steps were ussed to also imp
project fi
file contained sales data wiith 5,000 instaances, while the
t accounts receivables
r
daata comprised
d of 2,466
instancess. These far exceeded thee minimum nnumber of 100 instances that is recoommended to properly
implemennt and interpret Benford’s Law
L (Simkin, 2010).
Step 2: A
Applying Benfford's Law
The proccedure is run from
f
the Anallysis tab. Cliccking on the Benford's
B
Law
w icon brings uup the optionss window,
as shownn in Figure 6. Several
S
selecttions need to bbe made here.
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Figure 6. Sppecifying the Benford
B
tests
(a) In thee ‘Field to annalyse’ dropdo
own list, selecct the column
n of data on which
w
to condduct the Benfo
ford's Law
analysis. Here, Revenuue has been seelected. The otther options should be left to
t their defaullt values.
r
checkb
box and providde a name forr the results. This
T will ensurre that the resu
ults of the
(b) Selecct the ‘Create result’
analysis w
will be appendded to the pro
oject for later rreview.
(c) In thee Analysis secction, enable th
he ‘First digit ’ test and the ‘First two digits’ test. Give a name for th
he ensuing
analysis that will be added
a
to the project.
p
The fi
first digit and first two digiits tests are kn
known as prim
mary tests.
These arre the most practical
p
due to their effiiciency. It is also necessaary to select the checkbox
x next to
‘Suspicioous’. This willl result in IDE
EA flagging annd identifying
g anomalies in
n the number ddistribution th
hat need to
be furtheer investigatedd. Clicking on
n OK will run both tests, an
nd by default, IDEA will diisplay the resu
ults of the
First digiit test graphicaally.
Step 3: R
Results interprretation
Interpretiing Benford’ss analysis in IDEA
I
starts w
with the graphical summarries. These arre analysed as follows,
starting w
with the sales data results an
nd then the acccounts receivables data.
(a) The F
First digit test for the sales data is shownn below in Fig
gure 7. The baars on the chaart shows the frequency
of occurrrence for eachh digit from the number 1 thhrough to num
mber 9. The ho
orizontal axis sshows the firsst digits of
the transaactions, whilee the vertical axis
a summarisses the count of
o those first digits.
d
Overlaiid on this charrt in red is
Benford'ss expected coount of numbeers for the diistribution, inccluding the minimum
m
and maximum bo
oundaries.
The first digit results show
s
that the distribution foollows Benforrd’s expected rates. The genneral conclusion, which
in this caase is ‘Accepttable conformity,’ is shownn on the upperr left-hand corrner of the chaart. Thereforee, the First
digit test on the revenuue numbers do
o not flag any anomalies thaat justify furth
her investigatiion.

Figure 7. Acceptable coonformity in Benford’s
B
Firsst digit test
(b) Althoough the Firstt digit test abo
ove does not fflag any anom
malies, it is reccommended tto additionally
y examine
the First two digits tesst as well. Thiis can indicatee anomalies that might nott appear in thee initial test, which
w
is a
high-leveel assessment. Clicking on
n the two-digiit test graphiccally shows th
he result of thhis assessmen
nt. This is
shown inn Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Accceptable confformity in Ben
nford’s First tw
wo digits test
It immeddiately becom
mes clear that several combbinations of numbers
n
are flagged
f
for fu
further investigation, as
either ‘S
Suspicious’ orr ‘Highly Susspicious’. Forr instance, 79
9 numbers staarting with thhe first digitss 3 and 4
consecutiively have beeen flagged as suspicious. T
This is from a total of 5,000 instances in tthe examined data. The
investigaator can right-cclick on any of
o the suspicioous bars on the chart to get an option to eextract the queestionable
records ffor more detaailed identificaation and folllow up, as sh
hown below in
i Figure 9. T
These instances can be
saved intto the projectt for documen
ntation and laater review. The
T flagged nu
umbers in thee Sales data are
a not an
automaticc indicator thaat a fraud has occurred. In tthis illustration, the large frequency of nuumbers startin
ng with 34
might haave a perfectlyy logically explanation, succh as most off the product sales
s
start witth 34 and its multiples.
Howeverr, this must bee verified as such. As show
wn in Figure 9, despite thee flags, the nuumber distrib
bution still
compliess with Benfordd’s Law as thee displayed coonclusion is “A
Acceptable co
onformity”. Thhe investigato
or needs to
exercise pprofessional judgement as to
t whether furrther action an
nd scrutiny off the identifiedd numbers are needed.

Figure 9. Exxtracting suspiicious records
bove steps aree also run on
n the IBM
A clear ccase of non-cconformity wiith Benford's Law emergess when the ab
accounts receivables data.
d
The analysis starts by examining th
he First digit test,
t
the summ
mary of which
h is shown
in Figuree 10. The actuual count of th
he receivables data does not adhere to the expected disstribution, thu
us alerting
the invesstigator that these
t
numbers need to be more thorou
ughly scrutinised. The grapphic clearly marks
m
the
distributiion as non-connfirming in the upper left-hhand corner.
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Figure 10. Non-confformity in Ben
nford’s First digit
d
test
Since thee First digit assessment
a
ind
dicate anomallies, it is esseential that the First two diggits test is exaamined to
specificaally identify where
w
the ano
omalies are prresent and mo
ost prevalent. The result oof this test is shown in
Figure 111. The First tw
wo digits test notifies the innvestigator off non-complian
nce. The test identifies thatt accounts
receivablle transactionss starting with
h the numeralss 56, 60, 61, 64,
6 68 and 72 need
n
to be scrrutinized in more detail,
mindful tthat these num
mbers might be misstated, eeither deliberattely or by erro
or. Right-clickking on the suspect bars
enables thhe extraction of the anomallous transactioons for more detailed
d
investtigation.

Figure 11. Non-conform
mity in Benfo
ord’s First two digits test
ysis that an aauditor can efffectively applly Benford's L
Law in the fo
orm of an
It is appaarent from thhe above analy
initial reaasonableness check
c
to obtaiin a high-leve l understandin
ng of areas thaat needs to be focussed on during
d
the
audit. Thhe auditor willl not be overly concernedd with the salles figures, as they comply
ly with Benfo
ord's Law.
Howeverr, the auditor will
w recognisee that more auudit effort willl be required in the receivaables area, as there is a
greater chhance that theese numbers might
m
contain irregularities.. This will allo
ow the auditor
or to reassess the
t risk of
material m
misstatement for the client and ensure thhat the collecteed evidence su
upports the reaached conclussions.
4. Summ
mary and Imp
plications
Incidencees of econom
mic crime and
d fraud have significantly increased oveer the past tw
wo decades, with
w PwC
putting thhe number att USD $42 billion in theirr latest fraud survey (PricewaterhouseC
Coopers, 2020
0). In this
context, Benford’s Laaw was advan
nced as an annalytical techn
nique that can
n uncover irreegularities in corporate
accountinng numbers. Instead of saampling transsactions, this method can be rapidly iimplemented on entire
populatioons of interestt through info
ormation technnology. Moreover, analysiss from Benforrd’s Law is acccepted as
evidence in courts of law and it alsso implementeed in well-known generalissed audit softw
ware such as ACL and
IDEA. D
Despite these advantages, many
m
accountting professio
onals are obliv
vious to its eexistence, let alone the
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manner in which it can be systematically administered and interpreted to identify anomalies in accounting
numbers.
This paper put forward a consistent and concise approach for accounting professionals to operationalise
Benford’s Law through IDEA. The methodology was demonstrated on two real-world datasets in the public
domain comprising of several thousand instances. It examined transactions complying with Benford’s
distribution, and transactions that did not fit Benford’s expected pattern which signifies possible anomalies. The
method described in this paper can be cost effectively implemented by accounting professionals on whole
populations of interest rather than resorting to sampling. This can also serve as an effective reasonableness
check for auditors in identifying high risk areas that can enable more extensive audit coverage corresponding to
the established risk. If properly implemented, Benford’s Law can be a valuable aid for accounting professionals
in light of the considerable costs associated with economic crime. Future research should explore accounting
professionals’ perceptions and attitudes towards the practical utility of Benford’s Law in identifying suspect
transactions. If the extent of implementing Benford’s Law in practice is found to be lacking, professional bodies
should promote its value given its proven ability to identify anomalies in accounting numbers.
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